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I N F O A B S T R A C T

Facial Expression is a mean which can be employed to find out what is 
running in the mind of the person whom we talk. It is always an easy 
task for humans to derive some insights from the expressions. But it is a 
complicated task for machine to derive it by using Computer Algorithms. 
But recent developments in the field of Computer Vision and Machine 
Learning have enhanced the availability of resources so that it become 
possible to derive certain conclusions from the input we are giving to 
particular Machine. This paper is planning to propose an approach to 
find out what emotional stage the particular person is running which 
is termed as Facial Emotion Recognition using Convolutional Neural 
Network (FERC). The FERC constitutes two parts: The first part of this 
Convolutional Neural Network is used to remove background from an 
image and second part is used to extract features from facial expressions. 
It consists of a database of around 10,000 images. The final layer which 
is a perceptron which works in series with two-layer Convolutional 
Neural Network. The Perceptron is used to adjust weights and exponent 
values after going through each iteration. Again, a background removal 
is applied just before generation of Emotional Vector. This will help us 
to avoid from multiple problems which can occur. Using Two stage CNN 
model we found out accuracy near about 84.92 percentage which is 
a better value based on insights from 24 values. The Two Layer CNN 
works in series where remaining layer is used to adjust weights after 
each iteration. FERC follows an exactly new approach compared to 
Single stage CNN and thus enhancing the accuracy. Further it uses a 
novel background elimination procedure compared to technology of 
EV earlier existed which could avoid coping with coping with more than 
one troubles that may occur. FERC is employed with about more than 
28K pictures by using FER2013 dataset. We can make use of FERC in 
many cases including predictive learning, Lie detector etc.
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Introduction
Human Emotions can be derived by using Facial Expression 
which is considered as vital definitions of human feelings.1 
In most case facial expressed is considered as the effective 
way to unveil truth through nonverbal communication.2 
Almost in 55 percentage of cases it went correct which is 
not a bad amount.3 In the present approach, the author 
primarily focusses on an investigation through face 
which finally eliminates misleading features by keeping 
background intact.4 This can help during CNN training 
process so that we can derive more efficient output.5 
In this present manuscript the author primarily focuses 
on Five basic facial expressions which are mainly anger, 
Sad, happy, feared and surprised.6 The Algorithm which is 
mentioned in this manuscript classifies the images into five 
basic emotions based on input given.7 There are two main 
approaches which has reported till now.8 The first type is 
used to distinguish the expressions which are identified with 
an explicit classifier.9 The second one is used to highlight 
the characteristics of facial expressions. Action units which 
are marked as expression markers in the Facial Action 
Coding System (FACS).10 By Facial Muscle changes AU were 
discriminable.11 Facial Emotion Recognition is one of the 
broadly used era that examine and extract facts concerning 
feelings from unique sources.12 The supply of the enter 
can both be picture or video.13 It is an essential part 
of the ’affective com- putting’ own circle of relatives 
of technologies, that is a multidisciplinary area of have 
a take a observe on computers’ capacity to renowned 
and understand human feelings and emotional states.10 
It regularly relies upon on Artificial Intelligence era. Facial 
expressions are nonverbal indicates that of conversation 
that screen human feelings.14 Decryption such emotion 
expressions has been a have a take a observe subject 
matter in science,  likewise as withinside the Human pc 
Interaction sector, for lots years.15 The great availability 
of cameras, moreover as current technical improvements 
in bioscience evaluation, system mastering, and sample 
reputation, have all motor-assisted the occasion of the FER 
era.16 Many organizations, from enterprise behemoths like 
NEC or Google to small startups like Affective and Eyeris, 
are funding withinside the era, demonstrating its growing 
relevance.9 There are also opportunity EU Horizon2020 
initiatives1 which might be watching the era’ use. Face 
detection, face expression detection, related expression type 
to an emotion is the three approaches withinside the FER 
evaluation.17 The have a take a observe of facial landmark 
placements is hired to training session feelings (e.g., end of 
nose, eyebrows).11 Changes of their postures are tested 
in films a good way to spot contractions throughout a 
fixed of face muscles.  Faces may be categorized as simple 
feelings (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise) 
or compound feelings (luckily sad, mirthfully surprised, 

luckily disgusted, tragically scared, unfortunately angry, 
unfortunately surprised) relying on the algorithm.18 In 
different circumstances, facial expressions can be linked 
to a person’s physiological or intellectual condition (e.g., 
tiredness or boredom).19 The pix or motion pictures used 
as enter to FER algorithms come again from a range 
of sources, collectively with police research cameras, 
cameras settled near marketing and marketing displays 
in businesses, social media and streaming services, and 
personal devices.20 Biometric identity also can be used along 
with FER.7 Its accuracy can be expanded through the use 
of era to examine plenty of sources, together with speech, 
text, fitness statistics from sensors, and blood go with the 
drift styles inferred from photographs.21 Potential programs 
for FER encompass a huge variety of fields, that are stated 
underneath in classes consistent with software area.22 We 
are Mainly dealing with Seven basic Emotions.23

Angry

Nose got elongated, eyebrows form the shape of 
parabola which is in the form of inverted, Mouth length 
is decremented are some of the characteristics of Anger 
emotion.24

Figure 1. Angry

Disgust

Here it is hard to find eyebrow size. Mouth forms the shape 
of parabola which is in the shape of inverted which describes 
some of the features of disgust emotion.25

Figure 2. Disgust
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Fear

Mouth forms the shape of parabola which is in the shape 
of inverted. Both the eyes are pointed towards the nose 
center. These are some characteristics of fear.26

Figure 3. Fear

Happy

In this case eyes which is opened more than normal in 
size. Eyebrows also moves little bit upwards from their 
original position. These are some characteristics of Happy 
emotion.27

Figure 4. Happy

Sad

Mouth forms the shape of parabola which is inverted in 
size. Eyebrows move towards the side of Nose.28

Surprise

Figure 5. Sad

When a person falls into this type of emotion his eyebrow 
almost form the shape of circle and Nose is projected 
outwards.29

Figure 6. Surprise

Neutral

This is considered as base emotion from where all further 
emotions are calculated.30

Literature Survey
William Dias a, Fernanda Andalo, Rafael Padilha, Gabriel 
Bertocco, Waldir Almeida, Paula Costa, Anderson Rocha a31 
proposed models basically based on two methods that is 
Random patches and triplet loss. In random patches Au- 
thor takes 9 datasets and tries to implement Facial Emotion 
Recognition model using that. In second method author 
tries to implement Face emotion Recognition using triplet 
loss methodology author tries to explore another direction 
in a trial to enhance cross-dataset accuracy for emotion 
recog- nition. they try to learn sensible embeddings by the 
notion of similarity and unsimilarity of facial expressions. 
Feature vectors are transported to a hyperspace wherever 
the gap between samples of the same category is small, 
whereas the distance between examples of totally different 
classes is large. this can be accomplished by using a 
triplet loss function throughout model training. There 
are using different datasets for the application of this 
Bosphorous, Child Affective Fa- cial Expression (CAFE), 
Compound Facial Expression of Emo- tions(CFEE),Cohn 
Kanade(CK+),Karolinska Directed Emo- tional Faces Dataset, 
MUG facial expression database, Natural Visible and Infrared 
Facial expression database (NVIE), Oulu- CASIA NIR and VIS 
facial expression database, Radbound face database. By 
going through the results, we found that NVIE dataset is 
performing Low accuracy. Sumeet Saurav · Prashant Gidde 
· Ravi Saini · Sanjay Singh.32 In this approach author gives 
image input to two Convolutional Neural Network and 
concatenate the two inputs and performs the detection of 
emotions. They have done this operation on two datasets 
FER 2013 and FER Plus datasets. With FER 2013 dataset it 
got highest accuracy for combined network of Covolutional 
Neural Network, Bag of Visual Words (BOVW) and Support 
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Vector Machine (SVM) which is around 75.42and with FER 
Plus dataset it got highest accuracy for Sparse Covolution 
Network (SCN). Ninad Mehendale.33 In this method author 
proposes to give input as image. The first step then is 
removal of background, then classify different vectors 
of face, then extract expression from image,then classify 
the images into different emotions using CNN and thus 
generate output. For the procedure we have make use of 
three datasets Caltech database which contribute images 
of 450 which gives an accuracy of 85percentage, CMU 
database which have around 7,50,000 images which gave 
accuracy around 78 percentage and NIST database which 
gave accuracy around 96 percentage which have images 
around 3248. The higher accuracy of first and last may 
be due to overfitting because of smaller dataset. Tanoy 
Debnath, Md. Mahfuz Reza1, Anichur Rahman, Amin 
Beheshti, Shahab S. Band and HamidAlinejad Rokny.4 In this 
method the author is using three datasets that is FER2013 
dataset, Japanese Female Facial Expressions (JAFFE)and 
ex- tended Cohn Kanade database. From this model author 
found out accuracy of 78-96 percentage which is better 
than other networks such as Alexnet, Resnet, Googlenet 
and VGG.Saiyed Umer · Ranjeet Kumar Rout · Chiara Pero 
· Michele Nappi.5 in this approach the author gives input 
image. After face detection it is converted into training and 
testing image and training image after data augmentation, 
it is given to CNN model and finally it is sent to Expression 
Recognition Model and thus finally detects emotions. 
FER datasets are used here and highest accuracy author 
is getting in this approach is 97.69  percentage

Proposed Approach
We are taking input images from camera or any other picture 
capturing devices. We are then inputting the pictures into 
CNN. By using CNN, we remove the background of the image 
and find out the vector of face using this. Second Layer of 
CNN is used to classify the image into different emotions 
such as Anger, Fear, Disgust, Sad, Disgust, Surprise after 
comparing with the images in the dataset

Dataset

First the requirement for the approach is a dataset which 
is taken from 2013 challenge of Facial Emotion Recognition. 
The data includes 48x48 pixel grayscale snap shots of 
faces. For making face more focused and to make every 
image occupy equal quantity of area the faces were made 
registered auto- matically.5 The Main task is to divide the 
face into seven classes according to facial vectors (Zero 
denotes Angry, one denotes Disgust, two denotes Fear, 
three denotes Happy, four denotes Sad, five denotes Surprise 
and Six denotes Neutral). The given training set comprises 
of samples having 28,709 examples and the public test set 
consists of samples having 3,589 examples.8,34

Figure 7. Proposed Approach

Convolutional Neural Network

The technique which is used to evaluate the various features 
in an image is mainly by Convolutional Neural Net- work 
(CNN). The difference between Convolutional Neural 
Network and Multilayer Perceptron lies in its Convolutional 
Layers or Hidden Layers. A -stage CNN shape underpins 
the suggested method. Background elimination is that 
the prelim- binary step, this is hired to extract feelings 
from a photograph. The number one expressional vector 
is extracted exploitation the regular CNN community 
module (EV). By chase down essential face spots, the 
expressional vector (EV) is created. Changes in expression 
are intently linked to strength unit. An easy perceptron is 
used to calculate. There are fundamental elements to a 
CNN architecture.35

(1) Convolutional Layer: The important layer which helps 
us in extracting essential features of an image is done 
by this layer. By the use convolutional Mathematical 
Machine, they filter important features and eliminates 
the features which is not necessary.36. The dot product 
is used to cleaning input photo by deriving important 
features from an input image of M rows and M columns. 
After this step we got a Feature Map which has 
information about corners and edges. This map which 
we got is then given for finding what all capabilities 
particular that image have.37

(2) Pooling Layer: After Convolutional layer the input is 
given to Pooling Layer. Its Main Function is to reduce 
the size of Feature Map so that the total process 
can be done with less cost of computation. This is 
finished with the useful resource of using lowering the 
connections among layers and walking independently 
on every characteristic map. Many kinds of Pooling 
procedures used which relies on the mechanism which 
we processed. First one is Max pooling in which biggest 
element is derived from feature map. The second one 
is Average pooling where average of pooling is taken 
inorder to reduce the size of feature map. Third one 
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is sum pooling which finds the sum of all additives 
inorder to get a more efficient feature map. Mainly 
Pooling Layer is used as an intermediate layer between 
Convolutional Layer and Fully Connected Layer.1

(3) Fully Connected Layer: The Fully Connected Layer 
connects the neurons by blending it with Weight 
and biases. It is placed earlier than Output Layer 
in Numerous Layers. The input photos which are 
flattened through previous layers are given to this 
layer for further process. After that, the flattened 
vector is despatched thru some more FC levels, in which 
the mathematical realistic operations are typically 
performed. The categorization manner receives began 
out out at this point.38

Figure 8. Convolutional Neural Network

Dropout

The dataset for training is quite vulnerable to overfitting 
when most of the trends are associated with. Overfitting 
takes vicinity on the equal time as a version plays so nicely 
on training facts that it has an unfavorable have an 
impact on its simple general overall performance on the 
equal time as finished to smooth facts. A dropout layer 
is used to remedy this problem, wherein some neurons 
are eliminated from the neural network for the duration 
of the training process, ensuing in a smaller version. After 
passing a dropout of 0. three, 30 percentage of the nodes 
with inside the neural network are randomly eliminated.39

Activation Functions

Activation Function is one of the important parts of CNN 
model. It is used to examine, approximate whether there 
is anyrelationship which is complex among different set 
of Variables. In simple words we can say it determines 
the information about the model in its upcoming steps. It 
provides some Non Linearity to the Model. There are lot 
of Activation Functions used .Some are ReLU,Sigmoid,tanH 
and Soft max. Each of the given activation functions has 
plenty of uses. Binary class of CNN model is determined 
bysigmoid and softmax functions , while softmax is mainly 
employed in multiclass classification problems.40

Results and Discussion
Table 1 suggests the findings of the recommended CNN 
fashions’ comparative have a take a observe at the FER2013 
Dataset. We evaluated the version’s overall performance the 
use of 4 assessment metrics: reputation accuracy, the variety 
of version parameters (expressed in millions (M)), and the 
version’s reminiscence garage capacity (in megabytes (MB). 
When we examine the findings in Table 1, we see that at 
the FER2013 dataset, the proposed DICNN version outper- 
formed the alternative latest FER processes. In addition, in 
contrast to these days brought neural community fashions, 
the recommended light-weight DICNN version finished 
most ex- cellent overall performance and maintained a 
stability among identity accuracy, parameter variety, and 
reminiscence garage size. Deep mastering-primarily based 
totally pc imaginative and prescient algorithms in real-
global programs working on a useful resource-limited 
embedded platform are regularly decided through those 
considerations. Georgescu et al used the FER method to 
mix traits derived through 3 CNN fashions. These troubles 
restrict their FER gadget’s capacity to run on embedded 
systems. In conclusion, our recommended FER gadget 
has now no longer most effective attained aggressive 
accuracy at the FER2013, however it’s also computationally 
green. Table 1 suggests the DICNN version’s comparative 
evaluation findings at the FER dataset. We evaluated the 
overall performance of numerous of these days introduced 
FER processes to that of the FER2013 database in phrases 
of reputation accuracy, variety of version parameters, and 
version size. The recommended DICNN version has finished 
aggressive reputation accuracy in phrases of reputation 
accuracy. With an 84.92 percentage identity accuracy, 
1.08 million version parameters, and 5.40MB reminiscence 
garage, the recommended DICNN version gives the most 
excellent trade- off among reputation accuracy and 
computational efficiency.

Conclusion
We brought a completely unique light-weight CNN 
version for real-time FER on this work. To that aim, we 
recommended a twin included CNN (DICNN) version that 
mixes complimen tary understanding from proprietary 
CNN fashions that had been skilled independently at the 
FER datasets. On the FER dataset, we examined the DICNN 
version. The recommended DICNN version’s software 
become proved thru comparisons with many latest CNN 
fashions. In evaluation to preceding CNN fashions, the 
advanced DICNN version finished a truth- ful stability of 
reputation accuracy and processing economy.

On a computer PC with a GPU, the entire FER pipeline 
processed frames at a fee of forty eight frames consistent 
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with 2nd. The TensorRT optimised version withinside the FER 
process. As a result, the FER gadget has been advanced to be 
computationally green and perfect to be used in real-global 
programs. We need to enforce the proposed FER gadget 
on an Android phone withinside the future, and utilise it as 
a device to resource visually impaired individuals (VIPs) of 
their everyday conversation.
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